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Consultation is the key – What?
What consultation methods could you use?

•Focus group

•Word of mouth

•Committee/Board meetings

•Public meetings

•In person or by zoom

•E-news, email, What’s App, Social Media

•Survey form (paper based or Survey Monkey)
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How to create a good survey
What are the basics to think about?

•Explain the purpose

•Use simple and direct language

•Keep it short and not overcomplicated

•Ask responder what they would like what could be improved
(could include an explanation box – keep to a minimum)

•Start with easy questions (tailor questions to the project)

•Include age ranges (demographic), Post Code

•The survey needs to be easy to analyse

•Less than 30 questions
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Developing a project plan
Why do you need one?

Visualise the project from beginning to end
Develop a clear strategy/framework
Set budgets, manage expectations
Set out individual tasks and responsibilities (Insurers)
Identifies contributions made
Keep on track
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Developing a project plan
What should it include?

１．The purpose, parameters and goals
２．Keys stakeholders and how they are involved
３．The deliverables
４．Individual tasks, who they are assigned to with deadlines
５．How you will share and gather feedback
６．Flexibility
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Setting SMART objectives
Based on our consultation results …

Scoped out the whole project which included

Energy Audit

Research on air/air system

Identifying skills and skill gaps

Set out the deliverables

Assigning tasks and deadlines

Sharing and gathering feedback and adjusting

Keeping track of progress
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Measurable – how will you know?

Attainable – is it actually possible?

Specific – what do you want to achieve?

Realistic – can you do it on your own?

Time-bound – know what needs to 
be done and by when
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Costing the project
Based on our requirements items included were

External  Project Manager

Quantity Surveyor

No issues relating to staffing

Zero income generation for several weeks

Running costs reduced but not zero

Changes to premises required planning permission

Air/air heating did not require planning permission

Fixed price contract with main supplier or built in contingency
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How does it fit strategically?

•Why should you do this?

•Identify relevant strategic policies

•Identify stakeholders                                 how do your plans fit with theirs
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Why EVH chose air/air
Why?
●Air to water (suited to cylinders/radiators)

●Air to Air (provides heat or cooling only)

●Ground Source or geothermal heat pumps (heat radiators or underfloor heating)
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Things to think about
before installing an air source heat pump

●Insulation

●Size

●Placement - outside & inside

●Noise

●Controls

●Annual maintenance - what’s involved?

●Reliability – lifespan

●Sustainability

●Reducing the carbon emissions associated with other fuels
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Back area
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Knocking through!
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Insulation
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Can changing to LED really help to save the planet?

It’s only a lightbulb!

●LED has a five times longer lifespan

●Energy efficient (uses 80% less energy)

●Reduced Carbon Emissions of circa 55kg per annum

●Has no Heat or UV Emissions

●Other considerations

●The phasing out of Halogen lightbulbs

●LED can replace dimmable lights and spot lights

●Possible savings of £1 to £4 per year per traditional or halogen bulb
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One Earth

One home.

One shared future.

Net Zero by 2045

- helping to
secure the
well-being of our
people and planet
for generations
to come.


